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STATIONARY SOLUTIONS OF CHEMOTAXIS SYSTEMS

BY

RENATE SCHAAF1

Abstract. The Keller-Segel Model is a system of partial differential equations

modelling a mutual attraction of amoebae caused by releasing a chemical substance

(Chemotaxis). This paper analyzes the stationary solutions of the system with

general nonlinearities via bifurcation techniques and gives a criterion for bifurcation

of stable nonhomogeneous aggregation patterns. Examples are discussed with vari-

ous kinds of nonlinearities modelling the sensitivity of the chemotaxis response.

1. Introduction. In many biological populations cells have the ability to sense

spatial inhomogeneities of certain chemicals in their environment and to move

towards places of higher concentration (leukocytes, bacteria, gametes, slime mold

amoebae). Such oriented migration is called chemotaxis (see [8] for the biological

background).

In 1970 E. Keller and L. Segel [10] established a model for the aggregation phase

of slime molds. It was known that these amoebae are attracted by a chemical, cyclic

AMP, which is produced by themselves and can be degraded by some enzyme

present in the cells. The Keller-Segel Model, described below, is based on these

mechanisms: chemotactic response of cells to a chemical whose production and

degradation depends on the concentration of the cells and the chemical. The aim of

this paper is to show some mathematical implications of basic model assumptions

like this.

One may consider the cell flux to consist of a random migration (diffusion) part

and a drift in the direction of the chemical gradient. Assuming the whole process to

take place on a suitable bounded region fl c R" with no flux across the boundary,

and that birth and death of cells can be ignored, one has the following equation for

the cell density u = u(x, t), (x, t) g fl X R+, and the density v = v(x, t) of the

chemoattractant:

3,« = V •(/*(", »)vh - x("» v)w)    onflxR"1",

fi(u, v) 3„« - x("> v) ajo = 0   on 3fl X R + .

(v is the outward normal on 3fl, V = (o/dxx,...,3/3x„).)

The random motility coefficient jtx > 0 may depend on u and v allowing e.g. the

possibility that the general motility is enhanced in presence of the chemical (chem-

okinesis), or is diminished at high cell concentrations.
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Some plausible form of the chemotaxis coefficient x > 0 can be obtained by the

following reasoning: By some receptor mechanism, cells do not measure the gradient

of v but of some <f>(v) with a sensitivity function cf>, <p' > 0 (see [12]). The velocity of

a single cell moving up the gradient of <f>(v) may be proportional to the random

motility coefficient p.(u, v), such that the total chemotaxic flux is XoM(M' v)uv<j>(v),

i.e.

(1.2) x(",v) = Xo/*(". v)u^'(v).

For a detailed derivation of (1.1) and (1.2) as a diffusion approximation to a biased

random walk model, see [2 and 3].

Several normalized forms of <p have been suggested

(1.3) <j>(v) = v    (direct measurement),

(1.4) cp(v) = ln(c + v)    (logarithmic sensitivity, c ^ 0),

(1.5) <p(v) = v/(l + cv)    (Michaelis-Menten receptor kinetics),

(1.6) <f>(v) = v2/(l + cv2)    (cooperative binding, c > 0).

If the production and degradation of the chemical v depends only on u and v (e.g. if

the cells produce the chemical in order to attract others) one gets

(1.7) d,v = PqAv + k(u,v)    onflxR + ,

v0 > 0 being a constant diffusion coefficient, k: R + X R + —> R modelling the reac-

tions leading to production and degradation of v. No flux condition on 3fl gives

(1.8) 3„i> = 0   on3fl.

(1.1), (1.7), (1.8) conbined give the following chemotaxis system with homogeneous

Neumann conditions:

3,w= V -(p.(u, v)vu - x(u, v)\7v),

(1.9) d,v = p0Av + k(u,v),

9,MI3£2 =  3„1>U = °-

Equations (1.9) have been stated in 1970 by E. F. Keller and L. A. Segel [10] to

model the aggregation phase of slime mold amoebae.

Whenever production can equate degradation (Ac_1({0}) # 0) there is a set of

spatially homogeneous solutions to (1.9) which (under reasonable conditions) are

stable for low cell densities. Segel and Keller argue that aggregation is initiated when

the total cell mass exceeds a certain critical value for which the homogeneous

distribution is no longer stable.

One step towards the examination of the further time development is to look for

bifurcating steady states which have a spatial structure and eventually become

stable.

In this paper we will apply local and global bifurcation techniques to the

stationary system of (1.9) which turns out to be equivalent to a parameter dependent

scalar equation

(1.10) Av+f(v,X) = 0,       3/>|3fl = 0,

with f(v, X) = (l/v0)k(<p(v, X), v). The parameter dependent function cp(t>, X) is

obtained from ju and x by solving a first order ODE (see §2).
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In [16] we have examined global and local bifurcation of solutions to (1.10) in one

space dimension n = 1, where some of the results can obviously be carried over to

dimensions n > 1.

With this we can characterize bifurcation of spatially inhomogeneous solutions to

(1.8) rather simply by conditions along the trivial set M:= {(v, X)\v = m, f(m, X)

= 0}. Results can be found in §3.

§4 contains the discussion of stability. For this question one has to consider the

full system (1.9) again. But it turns out that criteria for stability of homogeneous

distributions and exchange of stability at a bifurcation point can be formulated in

terms of/and ep in the case of one space dimension.

In the last section we will discuss examples for x as in (1.2) with sensitivity

functions c> as in (1.3)—(1.5) and k being as simple as possible. In all of these

examples we can apply results for the so-called time map, proved in [16 and 17], in

order to get the whole global bifurcation behaviour of the systems. In each case the

bifurcating branches can be shown to be smooth curves which in some examples

form closed loops joining two bifurcation points, an example for the second

alternative of Rabinowitz's global theorem [15] being verified.

In all cases the result of §4 concerning exchange of stability can be applied, at

least within a certain parameter range.

As a first step towards an investigation of stability along the whole branch we can

show that a region of stability can only end at a turning point or a Hopf bifurcation

point.

2. Reduction to a single equation. For the data of the stationary system

V -(p(u, v)vu - \(u, v)vv) = 0,

(2.1) vo^v + £("' v) = 0'

9,«l9n = dMaa = °<

we shall henceforth assume the following conditions:

(2.2) fl c R" is a bounded open region with smooth boundary,

(2.3) ju, x- R + x R + -> R+ are twice continuously differentiable

and the ODE

r(s) = x(r,s)/p(r, s) has a unique solution r: R + -> R +

for any initial condition r(s0) = r0,s0, r0 ez R + ,

k: R + X R + -» Ris twice continuously differentiable
(2 5)
V ' ; and*-'({0})# 0.

As Banach spaces for the problem we introduce

_ |C()a(fl,R)     foxn > 1,

~\c°(fl,R)       forn = l,
(2.6)

_(C2'"(fl,R)     forn>l,

\c2(fl,R)       foxn = 1 (0 < a < 1),
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(2.7) X:= {«GZ|3„M|Bn = 0}

with their usual norms.

As we consider positive solutions only, we set

(2.8) B:= {u ez X\u(Q) cz R+}.

B is an open subset of X.

Let <p(x, X) he the "flux" of (2.4), i.e.

(2.9) y(s,X) = r(s)    with   r(s) = (x/p)(r,s), r(l) = X.

Let 3, (32) denote the derivatives with respect to the first (second) argument. Then cp

satisfies

(2.10) dx<p(s,\)=(x/li)(<p(s,X),s),

(2.11) 3,3^(5, X) = (dxX/p)(<p(s, X), s) d2<p(s, X).

So

(2.12) d2<p(s,X)>0    for all 5, A G R + ,

since 32ep(•, X) solves a linear ODE with 32cp(l, A) = 1 > 0. With this we can reduce

(2.1) to a scalar problem. (For a similar reduction see [21] or [5, 13] for a special

case.)

2.1 Theorem, (u, v) ez B X B is a solution of (2.1) iff, for some X ez R+,

(2.13) u(x) = (p(v(x),X)   forallxezQ,

and

(2.14) vQAv + k(<p(v, X),v) = 0.

Proof. Let (u, v) ez B X B be a solution of (2.1). Then there is a positive function

xb ez C2(fl)with

(2.15) u(x) = q>(v(x),xp(x))    forallxGfl.

This is because, for any x ez fl, (2.4) has a unique solution rx: R + —> R+ with

rx(v(x)) = u(x). Setting \p(x) = rx(l) gives the desired C2-function \p. \p satisfies the

Neumann boundary conditions since, on 3fl,

0 = 3„« = dxcp(v, \p)d„v + 32ep(u, ̂ )d„\p = 32ep(t;, </<)3„<//

with d2<p(v, \p) + 0 because of (2.12).

From the first equation of (2.1) we get, with (2.10), (2.15),

0= V -(p(u,v)vu - x(u,v)w)

= V -(ri(w, v)(dx<p(v, tp)vv + d2<p(v, ̂ )V^) - x(M> v)vv)

= V -(p(u,v)d2(p(v,xp)V\p).

Thus ^ solves an elliptic PDE
w

1 = 1

with coefficients c, being continuous on fl. Then \p = const =:A by the Hopf

maximum principle [14], and (2.13), (2.14) follow.
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The " if" part of the theorem follows by direct calculation. We notice that for the

special form of x as in (1.2) we get

(2.16) <p(s, X) = Acex»*(5>

with c = e"Xo<,><1). From now on we will define

(2.17) f(s,X):= (l/v0)k(cp(s,X),s)    fori,A>0.

Then Theorem 2.2 says that solving (1.2) in B X B is equivalent to solving

(2.18) Av+f(v,X) = 0

fox(v,X)ez B X R+.

Next we will note how the linearized equation (2.1) around a solution (u0, v0) =

(<p(v0, X0), v0) ez B X B can also be reduced to a scalar problem.

2.2 Theorem. In addition to (2.3) let p, x be three times continuously differentiable.

Let (u0, v0) g B X B be a solution of (2.1), that is, (u0, v0) = (<p(v0, A0), v0), by

Theorem 2.1 for some A0 > 0. Let G: B X B -* Y X Y be defined by the left-hand side

of equation (2.1). Then (u, v) G X X X is a solution of the linearized equation

(2.19) DG(uq,Vq)(u,v) = 0

iff
(2.20) u(x) = dx<p(v0(x), Xq)v(x) + Xd2<p(v0(x), A0)

for some X ez R and

(2.21) Ai; + dxf(v0, X0)v + Xd2f(v0, A0) = 0

with f defined by (2.17).

Proof. Suppose DG(u0, v0)(u, v) = 0. Then there is a function \p ez C2(fl) with

(2.22) u(x) = dx<p(v0(x), A0)<j(.x) + ^(x)d2cp(v0(x), A0)

since bxq>, 32ep are in C2 with 32ep > 0. Then

0 = DG(uq,v0)(u,v)

(2.23) = V •(31ju(w0, Vq)VUqU + d2p(u0, v0)vv0v + jti(w0, v0)vu

-3iX("o> Vq)w0u - 32x("0. fo)VDof - x("0' v0)w).

By Theorem 2.1 we have u0 = <p(t>0, A0) with

(2.24) p(<p(s, A), 5)3,ep(i, A) = x(<p(-«, A), s)

from (2.10). Differentiating (2.24) with respect to s and A gives

dxn(cp(s, X),s)(dx<p(s,\))

+ d2n(<p(s, A), 5)3^(5, X)+p((p(s,X), ^)32<p(5, A)

= oxx((p(s,X),s)dxtp(s,X) + d2x(<p(s, X),s)

and

31/i(ep(i, A), s)d2<p(s, X)dxcp(s, X) + p(<p(s, A), s)3,32cp(5, A)

= 9ix(<p(*. *), s)32tp(j, A).
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Using this and expression (2.22) for u we get from (2.23)

0 = V -(n(u0, v0)d2(p(u0, v0)Vxp).

Thus again as in Theorem 2.1 \p = const := A by the Hopf maximum principle

which gives (2.20). (2.21) then results from the second equation for (u, v). The

converse of the theorem's assertion follows by differentiating 0 = Gx(cp(v, A), v) for

all(i>, A)e B x R+.

3. Bifurcation of nonhomogeneous solutions. In this paragraph we will briefly

collect bifurcation results for the parameter-dependent problem

(3.1) Av+f(v,X) = 0,       3„i>|3o. = 0,

with

(3.2) f(s,X) = (1/f0) k(<p(s,X),s),

which has been proved to be equivalent to the stationary system (2.1) in the last

section (see (2.9), (2.13), (2.14)). Results are applications of existing local and

modified global theorems on bifurcation from simple eigenvalues [6,1]. Proofs can

be found in [16].

We define the trivial set of constant solutions

M:= {(m, X) ez R + x R+|/(w, A) = 0}

with

M£.:= {(m, A) G M|v/(w, A) = 0}.

We consider M to be a subset of B X R+ by identifying constant functions with their

values. The nontrivial solution set shall be denoted by

S:= {(v, X) ez B X R+|(i>, A) solves (3.1), v nonconstant}.

0 = p0 < px < jn2 < • • • are the eigenvalues of the operator v -* Av between X and

Y corresponding  to a complete orthogonal (in  L2) sequence of eigenfunctions

(<->,), <=n-

For one space dimension, n = 1, we will show that all solutions in a bifurcating

global branch stay in the same "pattern class", and therefore introduce, foxj ez N,

n = l,X= {vezC2(2)\v'\aa = 0},

(3.3) Oj := [v G X\v' has exactly/ + 1 zeros in fl all of which are simple].

(A zero x0 of a C'-function g: fl c R -> R is called simple if g'(x0) =# 0.) The e9; are

open subsets of X.

3.1 Theorem, (a) If(m0, A0) ez M is a bifurcation point of (3.1) then necessarily

(w0,A0)g Mc   or   axf(m0, A0) = uy   for some j>l.

(Note that py■ > 0; so near a possible bifurcation point in M\MC the set M is always

parametrizable over A.)

(b) If for some (m0, A0) G M

dxf(m0, X0) = Hj    withj > 1, jix being a simple eigenvalue,

then let X -* (m(X), X) be aparametrization of M near (m0, X0). If, in addition,

^(a1/(m(A),A))lx-x.*0,
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then the following assertions hold:

(i) (m0, X0) is a bifurcation point, i.e. (m0, A0) G S.

(ii) Let C(m0, A0) be the connected component of S with (m0, X0).Then C(m0, A0)

is not relatively compact in B X R+ or C(m0, A0) contains a point (mx, Xx) ez M

different from (m0, A0).

(iii) In a neighborhood U = U(m0, A0) c B X R+ the nontrivial branch C(m0, A0)

is a C1-curve

e e]-e0, e0[~ (V(e), A(e))    with V'(0) = »,.

For 5/7c7Cc? dimension n = 1 additionally holds.

(iv) 7/M(. = 0 c/ic?n nodal properties ofV are conserved along the whole branch, i.e.

C(m0, X0)\M cz Oj X R+ anci axf(m, X) = fij for all bifurcation points (in, X) ez

C(m0, X0) n M.

Note that for n = 1 all eigenvalues Pj of v >-> p" are simple. As an illustration of

Theorem 3.1 let us consider a simple example.

3.2 Example. Assume (1.2) for x with <p(v) = v, k(u, v) = v0(au - Bv). That is,

the first equation of (2.1) is solved by u = AeXo'' (see (2.16); the factor c can be

omitted without loss of generality), and we have to consider

Av+f(v, A) = 0,       (v,X)ez B X R +

mthf(s, X) = aXe*aS - Bs.

1\ \
\. H-\

1 I \

X°' / \

-==^—-1->-♦-14-^.
A X X2 ^X X

A/= {(m,\)\f(m,\) = 0} Graph X-* 3,/(m(X),X)

Figure 3.1 Figure 3.2
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Figure 3.1 shows the set M. Mc= 0, and only for m > l/x0 we have dxf(m,X)

> 0 such that all possible bifurcation points are in this region of M. The set

{(m, X) ez M\m >_l/x0} can be parametrized over A by w(A) = h~1((a/B)X) with

h: ]l/xOl°°[^]0, A[, h(m) = me"»m Thus m(X) -> + oo for A -^ 0, m(X) = l/Xo

for A -* A. For any (m, X) ez M,

dxf(m, X) = aXXoeX°m -B = XoBm -B = B(Xom - 1).

Thus dxf(m(X),X)^ +oo for A ̂  0 and dxf(m(X), X) -> 0 for A^A with

(d/dX)dxf(m(X), X) = BXom'(X) < 0.
If we assume all eigenvalues pj of v -* Av to be simple, then by Theorem 3.1(b)(i)

we have infinitely many bifurcation points (w(Ay), Xj) with dxf(m(Xj), Ay) = jti .

(See Figures 3.2, 3.3.) More can be said for n = 1: In this case we know by (b)(iv)

that C(m(Xj), \j) c O, X R+ for all/ > 1 with dxf(m, X) = pj for all (m, X) ez M

n C(m(Xj),Xj). But dxf(m(X), X) is strictly decreasing, so Af n C(m(Xj), Ay) =

{(m(Xj), Xj)}. Thus each branch cannot "return" to M and is not relatively

compact in R X R+ by (ii). (In fact it is unbounded, as a more detailed treatment

shows.)

By u = Xex°1' this qualitative bifurcation behaviour also holds for the solution set

of the system (2.1), and is illustrated in Figure 3.4 (n = 1). The trivial set M

corresponds to /^({O}), the set of constant solutions to (2.1). The spatial pattern of

solutions in each of the branches, as indicated in the drawing, holds for both

components u and v.

M\ . v(0)"

"V ^^s—X       \ m • V  /^

ml ''\   j\ mv- )L^/^

-^^   I-1-r> -'-=>
A2 Aj r\ U

Figure 3.3. Bifurcation Figure 3.4
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4. Stability. For the time dependent system

3,w= V ■(p(u, v)vu - x(u, v)vv),

d,v = v0Av + k(u, v),

9,«l3o. =  3^|3B = 0,

we have

— f u(x, t) dt = j otu(x, t) dx = 0
dt Jq Jq

because of the Neumann conditions. Thus

(4.1) u:=   f u(x, t) dx

is a constant in time, the total cell mass remains unchanged. A stationary solution

thus can only be asymptotically stable with respect to small perturbations (u, v) ez

X0 X X with

(4.2) X0= lu ez X Ju = 0\.

So we will confine ourselves to such perturbations. Also we will see that ii is the right

parameter for exchange of stability in a bifurcation point, that is a supercritical

branch with respect to u is stable, a subcritical one is unstable (see Figure 4.1). It is

also sufficient to prove linearized stability, for the asymptotic stability then follows

by a theorem of H. Kielhofer in [11].

In this section we will assume, for k,

(4.3) dxk(r,s)>0,       d2k(r,s)<0   for all (r, s) ez R+x R + .

v(0) A

-L-.->
u

Figure 4.1
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This corresponds e.g. to the biological assumptions that the chemoattractant is

produced by the cells with a production rate which is a nonincreasing function of v,

and that the degradation of v increases as v increases. The simplest example for such

a mechanism is k(u, v) = au - Bv. Our first point is the discussion of stability of

constant solutions forming the set

N:= {(a, m) ez Rx R+\k(a, m) = 0}.

The linearization of G around (a, m) ez N is

/      pAu - XA(J      \

\p0Av + kxu + k2vy

where we have used the abbreviations

p = p(a,m),    x = x(a>w)>    kx = dxk(a,m),    k2 = d2k(a,m).

such that /x, x, kx, k2 are constant coefficients.

Let {w,|/ g N U {0}} be a complete orthogonal set (in L2) of eigenvectors of

v >-» Av between X and Y with the corresponding eigenvalues

0 = Pq < px < p2 < • • • ,       Aw, + ju,co, = 0.

Testing both equations DGx(a, m)(u, v) = r/w, DG2(a, m)(u, v) = rjv with the co, we

have that tj is an eigenvalue of DG(a, m) with an eigenvector (u, v) ez X0 X X iff

there is an /' 3* 0 such that r/ is an eigenvalue of

_ /-MM,> XM,       )

' ~ \   ki,        -"oM,+ k2J'

with an eigenvector z g R+ for / > 1 and an eigenvector (0,1) for i = 0. The

restriction for /' = 0 follows from 0 = fa u = (u, «0). Thus DG(a, m) has the

following eigenvalues:

1o = ^2        (<' = 0)>

t/,+'" = -H"o + f»)M,- k2

±V(("o + ri)M/-^2)2-4rtM,("oM,- k2) +4xHikx        (i > 1).

All eigenvalues are real because of the expression under the radical sign being equal

to ((p - v0)p, + k2)2 + 4xptkx which is positive by (4.3). Also k2 < 0 and

-((p0 + fi)Pj — kf) < 0, such that all eigenvalues of DG(a, m) are negative iff

4xmAi - 4/i/i,.(?„/*,. - k2) < 0    for all / > 1,

i.e., x^i + V-k2 < pv0Pi for all / > 1, or equivalently

(4.4) ±-(*kx + k2)<px.

Conversely, if

(4.5) ±-(fkx + k2)>px,
yo \ P I

then one of the eigenvalues rjf' is positive and (a, m)is unstable.
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For (4.4) to imply stability one has to show that 0 is not a limit point of the

eigenvalues (see [11]). This follows from

rj,+- - < \ - a, + {af-bj < \ - a, + a, - -j-

= ^<-^<0   by (4.4)

with ai = (vq + p)p, - k2, b, = 4^,(^/1, - k2) - 4x^,kx.

By a = (m, X) and dx(m,X) = x/M (see §2) we can translate (4.4), (4.5) into

conditions onf(m, X) = (l/p0)k(<p(m, A), m).

4.1 Theorem. Let (a, m) ez N be a constant solution of G(u, v) = 0, i.e. a =

<p(m, X) for some A > 0. Then (a, m) is asymptotically stable with respect to small

perturbations (u, v) ez X0X X if dxf(m, X) < px. If dxf(m, X) > p2, then (a, m) is

unstable.

Proof. With a = (m, A), 31ep(w, A) = x/f1, f(m, X) = (l/v0)k(<p(m, A), m), we

have

3,/(w, A) = —(31rV(ep(w, A), m)dxcp(m, X) + d2k(cp(m, X), m))

"o\  V /

So by above calculations resulting in (4.4), (4.5) the theorem is proved. Theorem 4.1

applied to the Example 3.2 gives that all points in N = kl({0}) with m < mx axe

stable. This region has been marked in Figure 3.4.

For exchange of stability we make use of the following theorem by Crandall and

Rabinowitz [7]:

4.2 Theorem (Candall, Rabinowitz). Let Zx, Z2 be real Banach spaces, V ez Zx

an open neighbourhood ofO, JF= (a, b) c Ran open interval, and F: V X J^-> Z2a k

times continuously Frechet differentiable mapping. Suppose that aQ ez ZFand that

(i) F(0, o) = 0 for all o <z &,

(ii) dim N(F,(0, a0)) = codim R(Fz(0, a0)) = 1,

(iii) Faz(0, Oq)z0 € R(F:(0, a0)), where z0 spans N(Fz(0, a0)),

(iv) z0 «£ R(F7(0, a0)) (0 is an algebraically simple eigenvalue of F:(0, a0)).

Then

(a)There exists e0 > 0 and (k — Iftimes continuously differentiable functions a:

]-e0, £()[-> &, z: ]-eo> eo[^ ^i sucn tnat a(0) = a0' z(0) = 0, z'(0) = z0 and

F(z(e), a (e)) = 0   for all e ez]-e0, e0[ .

F_1((0}) near (0, a0) consists precisely of the curves (0, a) and(z(e), a(e)).

(b) There exist continuously differentiable functions of eigenvalues

ij: ]a0 - e0,a0 + e0[^ R,       y: ]-e„,e0[-> R

such that

■t](o) is an isolated simple eigenvalue of F,(0, a),
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y(e) is an isolated simple eigenvalue of Fz(z(e), a(e)) with ij(a0) = y(0) = 0 and

t]'(o0) # 0. Moreover,

signy(e) = sign(-ea'(e)Tj'(a0)).

(We have used the notations Fa, Fz, Faz, etc. for the various derivatives of F with respect

to a ez &', z ez Z,. N(A), resp. R(A), denotes the null space, resp. the range of a linear

mapping A.)

This theorem can be used to calculate exchange of stability near the bifurcation

point (0, a0). Suppose all eigenvalues of F,(0, a0) are negative for a < a0. Then rj(a)

as well as y(e) have to be the largest eigenvalues of F.(0, o) and F,(z(e), a(e)) (see

[9]). In this situation the sign of y(e) is the same as -ea'(e). So bifurcating solutions

are stable if the branch turns to the right with respect to a; they are unstable if it

turns left.

We will use this theorem for G by making a change of variables for which a = u

becomes the parameter and Zx = X0X X. Since we have assumed dxk > 0, d2k < 0

the set N = {(a, m)\k(a, m) = 0} can be parametrized over a by some C2-function

.//: £>(>//)R + -> R+:

N= {(a,^(a))\aezDU)}.

4.3 Theorem. Let p, x, k be three times continuously differentiable, and let (a0, m0)

ez N be a bifurcation point of G with a0 = tp(m0, A0), (m0, X0) ez M being a

bifurcation point of (3.1) satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 3.1(b) with j = 1, i.e.,

dxf(m0, X0) = px, yielding a parametrization X •-> m(X), m(X0) = m0, of M near

(m0, X0),and

Then there is a twice continuously differentiable branch of nonhomogeneous solutions

e~(U(e),V(e)),        eG]-e0,e0[

with G(U(e), V(e)) = 0, (U(0), V(0)) = (a0, m0), V'(0) = n°o)fa U'(0).

Near (a0, m0) the set G_1({0}) consists ofN and the points (U(e), V(e)).

Let 77(a) be the largest eigenvalue of DG(a, \^(a))\XoXX. Then -q(a) is simple,

T/(a0) = 0,t)'(cjo) ^ 0 and the solutions (U(e), V(e)) are

stable,    //  e-jj- /" t7(e) tj'(«t0) < 0    (supercriticalbifurcation),

unstable,    if\£~prf   U(e)  T)'(a0) > 0    (subcriticalbifurcation).

Proof. The change of variables

(u,v, a) -> (a + u,\p(a) + v)

is a C3-diffeomorphism between a neighbourhood V X ?Fcz X0 X X X R+ of (0, a0)

and a neighbourhood U cz X X X of (a0, m0). We will apply Theorem 4.2 to

F: KX^-> YqX Y,        F(u,v,o) = G(a + u,xp(a) + v),

where Y0 = {u ez Y\fa u = 0).
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(i) then is satisfied since F(0,0, a) = G(a, ^(o)) = 0. For (ii) we observe

^W)(0,0, a0) = DG(oq, m0)\XoXX: X0 X X -» 70 X Y. By Theorem 2.2,

DG(o0, m0)(u, v) = 0 iff

(4.6) u = 31ep(w0, X0)v + A32ep(w0,A0)

for some A ez R and

(4.7) v + dxf(m0, X0)v + Xd2f(m0, A0) = 0

where (4.7) also reads

(4.8)
v0Av + dxk(a0, w0)(3,ep(w0, X0)v + A32cp(w0, A0)) + d2k(a0, m0)v = 0,

because of the definition of / (2.17) and since er0 = (m0, A0). If we restrict u to X0,

(4.6)  and (4.8) yields fa v = 0,  and  thus A = 0 using (4.6) again. Thus u =

dx<p(m0, X0)v, / v = 0, and

Av + dJ(m0,X0)v = 0.

Now 3,/(m0, A0) = px, thus v ez span{ to,}. As a result,

(4.9) A(F(ur)(0,0,a0)) = span{(31ep(m0,A0)co1,co1)}.

In order to show that F(u ,,,(0,0, a0) is Fredholm of index 0, we first show the

corresponding property for DG(a0, m0): X X X -+ Y X Y: With

p(a) = p(o,\P(o)),        x(a) = x(o,^(a)),

kx(o) = dxk(o,<p(o)),        k2(o) = d2k(o,^(o))

we have

(a in\ nW      it   Wt        \      i       ^(o)Au-x(o)Av       \
(4.10) DG(a, \p(o))(u, v) =        .        ,   .   . ,   .   .     .
v       y ^     n   m       '      \vqAv + kx(o)u +k2(o)v)

The matrix

.      /£K),     x(<*o)\

U "o    J
is invertible.

Let K(wx, w2) = (Lwx, Lwf), where L: Y -» X is the inverse of A-id. Then

K ° A'xDG(oq, m0): AT X A -> A X .V is a compact perturbation of identity:

..^6(a0,mo)(M) = C)^[(:)^-1(Mao)^2(ao)J.

Since the expression in the square brackets is in X X X and the embedding

Ix!-> Fx Fis compact, we have that K ° A~1DG(a0, w0)-id is compact. Thus

DG(oQ, m0): X X X -+ Y X Y is Fredholm of index 0. The same is true for

F(u v)(0,0, a0): X0 X X -» Y0 X Y since (1, t//(a0)) is m tne nullspace of DG(aQ, m0)

and is complementary to X0 X X.

Proof of (iii). By (4.10)

Fa{u.»)(0, o0)(u, v) = -7-(F(uv)(0, a)(u, v))

_ /£'(o0)Au - x'(°o)hv\

\  k'x(o0)u + k'2(o0)v  j'
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We have to show (see 4.9) that Fo(Ui[l)(0, a0)(31tp(w0, A0)w,, w2) is not in

R(F(U,v)@, ao))- 3i<P('w0, A0) = x("0)/A(o0). Thus

Fo(u,r)(°- °o)(x(°o)un A(°o)«i)

' -r1iWi(A'(o0)X(a0) - p(o0)x'(o0)) \

,   Ui(k'x(o0)x(o0) + p(o0)k'2(o0))   J'

Assuming this to be in R(F(U ,,,(0, a0)) we get by testing with co,:

' -Mi(A'(<Jo)x(c0) - AK)x'(°"o)) \ ,     ,

v     ^iK)x(°"o) + AKM2O0)     /
with

= /-A(^o)Mi. xK)/*i       ]
\   kx(o0),       -v0px + k2(a0)j'

By Mi = 3i/(w0, A0) = (lAo)(Mao)x(°"o)/A(<>o) + k2(a0)) one can easily calcu-

late that det A2 = 0 and R(AX) = span{(l, -kx(a0)/p(a0)px)T}. Thus our assump-

tion would give

k[(o0)x(oo) + AKK2K) = (^iK)/AK))(A'(0o)xK) ~~ AK)x'K))>
i.e.,

,,/    xXK),,/    J cj xKM   ,   ,,,    x     n
^i(ao)T^—r + ^i(o0)   ^-——-r \+k2(a0) = 0.

p(a0) [do p(oq) j

This is a contradiction to (d/dX)bxf(m(X), A)|x=Xo # 0: With ct(A) = <p(m(X), X)

we get

KcA/MA), A) = kx(o(X))x(X(o))/p(o(X)) + k2(o(X)),

so

vorpjrb1f(m(X), X)

vi   xxK) , , ,   JrfxWLt'i   \1 v\ a

This proves (iii). In the same way we get property (iv), namely (x(oq)ux, p(a0)ux)

G R(F(U ,,,(0, a0)), since otherwise (x(°"oX A(ao)) would be in

R(^l) = sPan((l,-^)T)

in contradiction to Ac, > 0. By Theorem 4.2 we obtain a bifurcating branch

e — (u(e),v(e),o(e)),

thus

(U(e), V(e)) = (u(e) + a(e), v(e) + *(*(«)))

gives the branch in the theorem's assertion.

V'(0) = v'(0) + *'(ao)a'(0) = «i + *'K) f ^(0).
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The sign of the largest eigenvalue y(e) of DG(U(e), V(e)) with respect to eigenvec-

tors in Xq X X can be computed by Theorem 4.2:

signv(e) = sign(-ea'(e)r/'(a0))

-^(-s(fjaU(e))v'(o0)).

Thus the theorem is proved and we get the picture of subcritical or supercritical

bifurcation and exchange of stability as indicated in Figure 4.1.

The sign of t)'(o0) can be calculated by dxf(m(X),X) for A near A0, since

dxf(m(X), A)>jLt1 or <jiij determines the sign of the largest eigenvalue of

DG(cp(m(X), A), m(X)) (Theorem 4.1). a depends on A by a(X) = cp(m(X), A).

Thus

o'(Xq) = dx<p(m(X0), A0)w'(A0) + 32ep(m(A0), A0).

Because of f(m(A), A) = 0 we get

m'(X) = -d2f(m(X),X)/dxf(m(X),X).

Using dxf(m(X0), A0) = px we arrive at (arguments omitted):

>t\   \        a     d^f ,  a a    ?i%± a
° (*o) = -°i<P— + 92<P = -3i«p—-+ 32<p

Mi Mi

= -—(~9i/+ hk + Mi) = —-< 0
Mi Mi

because of assumption (4.3). Since

sign(ij'(o0)a'(X0)) = sign( ^ri(a(\)) x_x

= sign(^-31/(m(A),A)|x_J,

this results in sign r/'(a0) = -signc(A0) with c(A0) = (d/dX)oxf(m(X), A)|x_x . So

we get

4.4 Corollary. Let all assumptions of Theorem 4.3 be satisfied. Then for the

branch e -» (U(e), V(e)) of that theorem, (U(e), V(e)) is

stable,      ifel-^f U(e)\c(Xo)<0,

unstable,    if e  — f U(e)  c(A0) > 0,

where c(X0) = (d/dX)dxf(m(X), A)|,=v

For space dimension n = 1 we can show that the bifurcation is one-sided, and that

the direction of the bifurcation branch is determined by an algebraic expression

involving derivatives up to order three of cp and/at the bifurcation point (m0, A0):
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4.5 Theorem (Direction of the bifurcating branch). Let all assumptions of

Theorem 4.3 be satisfied, let n = 1, and assume that all nonlinearities are four times

continuously differentiable. Define

J(m0, A0):= c(A0) -(3^3!/- dx<pa2f)(m0, A0)

+ ici(A0)-(5(312/)2-331/313/)(m0,A0),

where

c(Ao) = JxdJ(m(X)> *)x-x0,     d(X0) = jj-<p(m(\), \)\

Then for small e, the bifurcating solutions (U(e), V(e)) are

stable,      ifJ(m0, X0) < 0,

unstable,     ifj(m0, A0) > 0.

Proof. Solutions (U(e), V(e)) correspond to solutions (V(e), A(e)) of

(4.11) v" +f(v, A) = 0

with V(0) = m0, A(0) = A0, Fand A are three times continuously differentiable.

By differentiating (4.11) three times with respect to e we get equations for

vx:= V'(0),   v2:= V"(0),   v,:= V'"(0),

A1:=A'(0),    A2:= A"(0),    A3:=A"'(0),

which can be solved for vx, v2, Xx, A2 in one space dimension. The bifurcation of

(4.11) has to be one-sided, since for fixed A there have to be always two solutions

(reflection in a max or min). Thus necessarily Xx = A'(0) = 0. So we get the three

equations (observing 31/(w0,A0) = ju1 and omitting arguments (m0,X0)):

(4.12) vf + pxvx = 0,

(4.13) v'f + pxv2 + d2fv2 + 32/A2 = 0,

(4.14) v'f + pxv2 + 3o2xfvxv2 + a\fv\ + 3dxd2fvxX2 + 32/A3 = 0.

Thus by (4.12), vx = aco, for some a in R. By Theorem 4.3 we also have V'(0) = co,

+ t^'(ao)/n ^'(0). This means

(4.15) vx = co, = f2 cos trx    and     f c7'(0) = 0.

(Without loss of generality we can take fl =]0,1[, «, = \I2 cos trx.) As can be easily

calculated,

(4.16) v2 = (l/Ml)[i32/co2 - |32/- 32/A2]

is a special solution to (4.13),

(4.17) v2 = aux + v2

thus being the general solution. A2 can be calculated from (4.14): v" + pxv is a

symmetric operator with nullspace span{ co,}. Thus necessarily

0 = [ 332/co2(;2 + dlfux + 3dxd2fo>\X2 + d2fX3ux.

By (4.16), (4.17) and using

f CO! = 0,     j co2 = 1,     j u>\ = 0,     j co? = -,
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this gives

where the factor of 3A2 can be calculated as c(A0). Thus

(4.18) 3A2c(A0) = ^-(32/)-|313/.

We are now ready to calculate the sign of efa U'(e): For small e we get, from (4.15),

signef U'(e) = sign f U"(0).

By U(e) = <p(V(e), A(e)) we get, using (4.15)-(4.17),

/   U"(0) = /  32epi>2 + 23,3291;^, + 3,epi;2 + S^cpA2 + 32epA2

14 1
= 3?cp + ^—3i<p3i2/- w-9i<p3?/~ — 3ifp32/A2 + 32epA2

JMi ->Mi Mi

= 32<p-^-31<p312/+A2J(A0),
Mi

since d(X0) = (d/dX)<p(m(X), A)|x_Aq = -31<p32//31/+ 32ep. By Corollary 4.4 the

stability is determined by the sign of

c(Ao)/ U"(0) = c(X0)dJd\-fd^f+ c(XQ)d(X0)X2
Ja °il

= ^-[c(A0)(3,/32<p - dx<pd2f) + ici(A0)(5(32/)2 - 3dxfdff)}

= —J(m0,X0),
Mi

using dxf = px and (4.18). This proves the theorem.

4.6 Example. As the simplest application of the results of this paragraph we will

continue the example given in 3.2 for one space dimension, n = 1 (the result in this

case is already known, see [5]),

(p(u, v)(u' - XoMt/))' = 0,        vQ(v" + au- Bv) = 0,

u'(0) = u'(L) = v'(L) = 0       (L>0).

Here we get

f(s,X) = aXex»s - Bs,       <p(s, A) = Xex°s.

From f(m(X), A) = 0 we get ep(m(A), A) = (B/a)m(X), and thus

(4-19) d(X0) = (B/a)m'(X0).

Similarly,

(4.20) c(A0) = BXQm'(X0),

where w'(A0) < 0 (see 3.2). From f(m0, A0) = 0 and axf(m0, X0) = px follows

aX0ex°m = Bm0and

(4.21) XoBm0=B + px.
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Thus at (m0, A0),

9i<P = (Xo/«)^mo.        9Mxo/«)/5"V

3i/= X0Bm0- B,        a2f=x20BmQ,        d\f = xlBm0.

So by also using (4.19), (4.20),

J(m0, X0) = (xlB2m0m'(X0)/6a)[-6B + 5x0Bm0 - 3px].

Since m'(X0) < 0,

sign J(m0, X0) = sign6/5 - 5x0Bm0 + 3px = sign B - 2px

because of (4.21). Thus

(<0    ifB<2px,

J(^K)[>0   if/}>2/ii.

Note that for our problem px = tr2/L2.

Result. Solutions of the first bifurcating branch near the bifurcation point are

stable,       if/? > 2t72/L2,

unstable,     if B < 2tr2/L2.

More applications of Theorem 4.5 can be found in the examples of §5.

5. Parametrized global branches and examples. We will consider the case of one

space dimension, fl = ]0,1[, and

x{u,v) = XoM("-uW(i>)

as described in §1 (1.2). In our examples, <$> takes the form (1.3)—(1.5). The reaction

term will be as simple as possible:

k(u, v) = v0(au — b(v))

with b(v) = Bv, B > 0, or b(v) = Bv/(1 + yv), B, y > 0. The stationary chemotaxis

system then reduces to the scalar problem

(5.1) v" +f(v,X) = 0,       v'(0) = v'(l) = 1

with

(5.2) f(v,X) = a<p(v,X)-b(v),

(5.3) ep((j, A) = Xe*"*1^.

In order to obtain global parametrized branches for (5.1) let us consider a part

A -^ (m(X), X) of M: {(m, A): f(m, X) = 0}, where 3,/(m(A), A) > 0 (the candi-

dates for bifurcation). For those A the initial value problem

v" +f(v, X) = 0,       o'(0) = 0,        v(0) = a

always has a nonconstant periodic solution v for a in some maximal interval

]m(X), a+(X)[, where/(a, A) > 0 (i.e. v"(a) < 0). We define the so-called time map

T(a, X) then to be half the period of this solution; to be more precise: T(a,X) is

defined by

F(a,A)>0,       v'(T(a, A)) = 0,        v'\ p.ru.xx < 0.

(See Figure 5.1.)
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Because of the symmetry of the problem then v satisfies the boundary condition

t/(l) = 0 iff

(5.4) T(a, X) = 1/j   for some integer/ > 1.

Note that (5.4) will also give the solutions of (5.1) with v"(0) > 0, since those

correspond to the initial condition v(0) = a (see Figure 5.1). Any solution branch of

T(a, X) = 1/j will thus yield two solution branches of nonhomogeneous solutions in

Oj to (5.1). (For Oj see (3.3).)

In [16] we have examined the time map to get parametrized branches to problems

as (5.1).

Results to be used in this section are given by Theorems 5.1 and 5.2, where 5.1

recalls some well-known facts about the behaviour of T near m(X) and a+(X) (see

also [4]), and 5.2 gives a criterion for dT/da to be positive, thus allowing us to use

the implicit function theorem to get ^-solution curves for (5.4).

5.1 Theorem, (a) T(a, X) -* tr/ \Jdxf(m(X), X) as a I m(X) uniformly on com-

pact X-subsets.

(b)Iff(a+(X),X)= 0 or f(a+(X), X) = 0 then T(a, A) -> + oo for a T a+( A).

The assumption of (b) is satisfied in all of our examples. We cannot explain all

details about the time map here; for more information the reader is referred to [16].

There we also show that (a/da) T(a, X) is positive if e.g. 3^/ < 0 and dxf >0 or

32/ > 0, which is a generalization of the result in [18] for the Neumann case. But in

fact a better criterion can be given which turns out to hold for all of our examples.

5.2 Theorem. Let/(•, A) be three times continuous differentiable with

(5.5) (5(32/)2-331/313/)(i,A)> 0   for all (s, X) with dxf(s, X) > 0,

A

a—^ ^-

m(X) \ /"^graphv \

-1-1-1->

T(a,A) 2T(a,A) 3T(a,A)

Figure 5.1
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and

(5.6) d2f(s, X)-(s- m(X)) <0 for all (s,X) with dxf(s,X) < 0.

Then

(d/da)T(a,X)>0 for a ez ]m(X), a + (X)[.

The proof of this theorem and others concerning Dirichlet boundary conditions

will appear in a forthcoming paper [17]. Note that the term in (5.5) is just the factor

of d(X0)/6 in J(m0, A0). With the assumptions of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 satisfied,

we can describe the solution set of (5.4) and thus (5.1) in the following way:

T(a,X) = 1/j has a solution iff

T(m(X), X) < 1/j, i.e. oxf(m(X), X) >/V = pr

And for each/ those solutions form ^-curves (a(X),X). The translation to the

bifurcation behaviour of (5.1) is given in Figure 5.2.

, . v(0)
m

Ci.A"A     fekff ./1/J     ̂
—    ■-r -±-T>-1—,-,-.-(-J-.*•-—-M        ̂         T       ,-,-M,-•■

>> x b I      x x

M= {(m,X):/(m,X) = 0}      Graph X -» 3,/(m(X), X) Bifurcation

Figure 5.2

We finish by applying the results to the above mentioned examples. Here we find

it more informing to just draw the resulting pictures for each case. The underlying

calculations can be easily verified.

5.3 Example. tj»(i>) = v, k(u, v) = v0(au - Bv), a, B > 0.

This example has already been discussed in §§3 and 4. The information to be

added is that all branches in fact are ^-curves, since the resulting f(s, X) = aXex°5

— Bs satisfies the assumptions of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2.

5.4 Example. <p(v) = ln v, k(u, v) = v0(au - Bv/(1 + yv)); a, B, y > 0. (The

case <p(v) = ln(c + v) with c > 0 can be handled in the same way.) So

f(s,X) = aXsx»- Bs/(1 + ys).

We will here consider the case 1 < Xo < 2 for which dxf < 0, such that (5.5), (5.6)

are trivially satisfied.

It may be remarked that our results do not apply to k(u, v) = v0(au — Bv), since

in this case axf(m, A) is a constant along M, and no bifurcation occurs.
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Xo = 1-

A': : fm    i

\ (3/4--^—^

\ 9lf>0 / \

-1-—=4-:>• -11 I-1-1-4-r=»-
(3/2» 0/a       X 0/2e* /3/a      X

M = {(m,\):f(m,\) = 0} GraphX -» 3,/(m(X),X)

v<0)fl v<DJi I

-^H—,-^^=^4,—*       —Jzr^^-l_^
^ Xj h g/ayu

Bifurcation Bifurcation of the system

Figure 5.3

The number of bifurcating branches and also the amount of spatial structure in

the branches depends on B, B > Am2 is a necessary condition for bifurcation. v0B is

the measure of an amplifying effect on the gradient since it is the degradation rate of

the chemical for small v. v0 is the diffusion constant of the chemical. Thus the

amount of spatial structure is increased as v0B increases for fixed c0, or as v0

decreases for fixed v0B.

Regions of stability are marked in the bifurcation diagram for the system. Large

and small constant solutions are stable corresponding to the regions where

3j/(m(A), A) < w2 = px. Bifurcation turns out to be supercritical with respect to u
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at both bifurcation points of the first branch such that the branch of monotonic

(u, v) starts and ends stable. This is a result of J(mx, Xf) and J(mx, Xx) both being

negative.

From/(m(A), A) = 0 we get

<   <\\ w     &     ra(A)
(m(X),X) =-—-rz-r,

a 1 +ym(X)

and thus

(5.7) rf(x)-A9Mx)iX).|(_A_)V(X)<0.

In the same way

dxf(m(X),X) = aX-£--=-^——-£-
(1+yw(A))2      l+ym{\)      (i+YW(A))2

follows. Thus

(5.8) c(A) = (-^^-il--)m'(X).
\(l + ym(X))3      (l+ym(X))2]

Furthermore at each point (m, X) in M,

(5.9) BfrdJ- 3,<p32/ = -A      2py       = -^ 1 < 0.
(1 + ym) a     (1 + ym)

For the bifurcation point (mx, Xf) we have c(Xx) > 0 (see Figure 5.3), (^(A^) < 0,

the factor of c(Xx) in J(mx, Xf) is negative (5.9), the one of d(Xx) is positive since

(5.5) is satisfied. So J(mx, A,) is negative. For J(mx, Xf) the terms have oppositive

sign, so calculations become a bit more involved. With A := 1/(1 + ymf) < 1 we get

from (5.7), (5.8)

d(xx) = -A2m'(Xx),       c{\) = ByA2(2A - l)m'(Xx).

(5.9) gives

(32<p3,/- dx<pdif)(mx,Xx) = -(2B2y/a)A\

Using f(mx. A,) = 0 and 3,/(w,, A^ = 7r2 we can calculate

i(5(32/)2 - 331/313/)(m1, A,) = f B2y2A6 + 3tr2By2A\

Thus

j(mx.Xx) = -m'(Xx)(B2A('y2/3a)[6B(2A - 1) - 10BA2 - 9tt2}.

The sign of J(mx,Xx) is given by the term in square brackets. Since 772 =

axf(mx, A,) = B(A - A2) this one simplifies to 2BA - 6B + tr2 < tr2 - 4B since

A < 1. The last term is certainly negative since B > 47r2 is a necessary condition for

bifurcation.

1< Xo < 2.
M and the graph A >-» dxf(m(X), X) axe drawn in Figure 5.4.

Therefore we get two different situations:

B(Xo ~ l) < 'v2- See Figure 5.5.

B(xq — 1) > v2- See Figure 5.6.
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Here the number of bifurcating branches is determined by the maximum Bxl/4,

the interpretation is the same as in the case x0 = 1- Regions of stability are marked;

calculations that J(mx, Xx) and J(mx, A,) have the right sign can be done similarly to

the case x0 = L but become rather involved and are therefore omitted.

5.5 Example. <?(v) = v/(l + cv), c > 0, k(u, v) = v0(au - Bv). Here

f(s, X) = aXexp(Xos/(l + cs)) - Bs.

Only, for x0 > 4c, there is a part of the zero set M where 3,/ > 0. Calculations to

show (5.5) and (5.6) become more lengthy but straightforward. The bifurcation

result is given in Figure 5.7.

J tm

\^^ 4x2--/-\_

~~^~~~~~~~^\        31f>0 / \

-     ~~i       -1-r*--1-1-1-iz-r>-
X X x x x    x

M = {(m,X):/(m,X) = 0} Graph X *-> 3a/(m(X).X)

v(0^ v(0)'

-—-Ti" i -1-H-r^-       -*--=»
X u

Bifurcation Bifurcation of the system

Figure 5.7
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B(x0/4c — 1) > tr2 becomes the condition for bifurcation. There is at least a

subrange of the specified parameter region within which there are stable bifurcating

branches. But calculations become rather complicated. In cases like this it seems

more appropriate to test the sign of J(m, X) numerically.

As a last remark we will give the first step towards the investigation of stability

along the global first solution branch. In §2 we have shown that

(5-10) G(u,v)=MU'V]U'-*{u'i;)v'y)=0
\ P0v" + k(u,v) J

is equivalent to

(5.11) H(v, X) = v" +f(v, A) = 0,        u = (p(v,X),

G: B X B -» Y X Y, H: RxR+->Y~. If now / satisfies the conditions for

(o/oa)T(a, X) > 0 it can be shown (see [19, 20]) that the linearization DvH(v, X) is

always nonsingular for (v, X) on a bifurcating branch, i.e. eigenvalues of DVH do not

cross the imaginary axis along a global bifurcating branch A -» (F(A), A) of (5.11)

Let A -> ((U(X), A), V(X)) be the corresponding branch of (5.10), U(X) =

ep(F(A), A). Then by Theorem 2.2,

DG((U(X), A), V(X))(u, v) = 0iffu= dxcp(V(X), X)v + r,32ep(F(A), A)

for some r\ g R, and D„H(V(X), X)v + rj32/(F(A), A) = 0.

Since DltH(V(X), X) is nonsingular we get that v = r/F'(A) from

(d/dX)H(V(X), A) = 0. So u = 7/(31ep(F(A), A)F'(A) + 32ep(F(A), A)) = t\U'(X).

Thus the nullspace N(DG(U(X), A)) is always one dimensional and is spanned by

(U'(X), F'(A)).
Now there are two possibilities for a change of stability along a branch

(U(X), F(A)). It might be due to a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues crossing

the imaginary axis, in which case (in general) there would be Hopf bifurcation. This

can be excluded in special examples (e.g. Example 5.3). The other possibility would

be that for some A the linearization DG(U(X), V(X)) has a nullspace in X0 X X.

According to above calculations this is only possible if (d/dX)Ja U(X) = 0, i.e. at a

turning point of the branch with respect to the parameter u =• fau.
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